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All Indicators are met with fidelity. (100%) Most Indicators are met. (between 75-95%) Some Indicactors are met. (between 25-75%) Few Indicators are met. (less than 50%)
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1. See Success- The leader acknowledges success 
based in data from previous Look Forward meeting 
such as, (100% of teachers were using the anchor chart 
for 6.7A, or 90% of teachers were using the graphic 
organizer and making it meaningful for students)                                                                                                                                
2. See the Priority Standard -The leader and all 
particpants view the IPC and determine the Priority 
Standard for the upcoming week. The leader provides 
rationale for the selected standard. Rationale includes 
reference to CA. ACP, STAAR Blueprints, historical 
data, and/or Frequency Chart.                                                                                                                                                                                                                             
3. Unpack the Standard - The team unpacks the 
standard to the level of daily lesson objectives using 
diagramming and know show charts. Process 
standards, vertical alignment documents, and 
assessment questions are reviewed while creating the 
K/S chart.                                                                                               
4.  Demonstration of Learning Statements- The team 
ensures that DOL statements are tightly aligned to daily 
LOs. 
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1. The team identifies research based strategies for 
teaching the standard.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         
2. The team identifies academic and nonacademic 
vocabulary strategies, graphic organizers, and anchor 
charts for the standard based lesson.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       
3. The team develops common DOLs for the priority 
standard that are aligned in rigor and complexity to the 
STAAR.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
4. Potential misconceptions are identified using IFDs, 
and Teacher Exemplars of the CA, ACP, STAAR, and 
strategies for addressing the potential misconceptions 
are shared among the team.
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1. The team creates exemplars for the selected DOL.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     
2. The team compares their exemplars, spars on 
required student work, and revise their exemplars as 
needed.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       
3.  Teachers write scripts individually for the "I DO" 
section of the lesson for this particular priority standard.                                                                                                                                                                                                                               
4. All teachers role play their "I DO".  Teachers receive 
praise and  polish at the nd of their role play.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
5. The leader reviews exepctations for the lesson, 
including strategies, anchor charts, manipulatives etc., 
prior to the end of the PLC meeting. 
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n It is evident that:                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    
1.  The leader has reviewed and identified the priority 
standard from the IPC prior to the Look Forward 
Meeting.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  
2. The leader has an exemplar diagram and Know 
Show chart in hand while walking the team through the 
creation of the chart to ensure that all key elements of 
the SE are discussed.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    
3. The leader has exemplar potential  LOs and DOL 
statements created prior to the Look Forward Meeting.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  
4. The leader has thought through teaching strategies, 
vocabulary, grapic organizers, and anchor charts prior 
to the Look Forward Meeting.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
5. The leader manages the time efficiently so that all 
key components of the Look Forward meeting are 
covered in the allotted time frame including, scripting, 
sparring, and role play.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   
6. All materials and technology are readily available for 
teachers during the Look Forward Meeting.
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1. Teachers are on time and stay in attendance for the 
duration of the meeting.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       
2. Teachers are prepared and engaged with the 
learning throughout the Look Forward Meeting.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               
3. All teachers have an equal voice in collaboration. 
Each member contributes equally to the Look Forward 
PLC.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       
4. Teachers encourage peers to take risks and support 
each other throughout the meeting.
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MEETING 
SUMMARY a. OVERALL EFFECTIVENESS: Based on this assessment, this participant 

demonstrates exemplary leadership in leading Look Forward PLC.
a. OVERALL EFFECTIVENESS: Based on this assessment, this participant 
demonstrates proficient leadership in leading Look Forward PLC.

a. OVERALL EFFECTIVENESS: Based on this assessment, this participant 
demonstrates foundational leadership in leadingLook Forward PLC.

a. OVERALL EFFECTIVENESS: Based on this assessment, this participant 
is not demonstrating leadership in leading Look Forward PLC.

Meeting 
Strengths:

Meeting
 Growth Areas:


